TRADarrr 2018
Rider
We are an unassuming bunch, so our backstage needs are minimal. However we will
probably have travelled some distance and the following, whilst not essential, would be nice!
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Two bottles of red wine (Rioja and Malbec if possible please!)
Bottled beer - but about 10 bottles as there are a few of us - some lager and some
real ale
Bottled still water and some canned fizzy drinks to give a quick sugar rush
Tea and coffee
Some chocolate
Some savoury nibbles e.g. fruit and nut mix etc
If you’d like to cook for us (which would be lovely), there are no vegetarians in our
band and no known allergies, although the general consensus is we don’t like offal
Water for on stage
7 towels

As a rough guide, at rehearsals we bring along cheeses, salamis, grapes, bread, quiche and
pate and are quite happy. If that helps your planning, great!

Parking
We usually travel in two cars and a van, so parking at or very near the venue would be great.
The van contains the heavy stuff so will need to be parked close to the load in point. If we
are staying overnight, secure parking is a necessity.

Tickets and Accommodation
If our appearance is at a festival, we would ask for 8 plus one artist tickets and two AAA
passes for our merch team please. We like to spend time at festivals meeting people and
mingling and we bring our own sound and merch crew, all of whom would be covered by this
requirement.
If you are offering us accommodation we would need one double room and 4 twin rooms. If
we are bringing partners etc, we will arrange that separately with you. At festivals most of us
are happy to camp, but a couple of rooms would be needed as all of us like to get ‘out front’
and meet people.
Travel arrangements change as we all have other musical projects we are involved in so
some band members might not need accommodation. Please contact us and we will be
happy to talk about specific details.

If our appearance is at a folk club/theatre, we would need 2 guest tickets for our merch team.
We will advise in good time if any additional guest tickets are required.

